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When Chen Mingda saw Xie Siyao, the expression on his face instantly turned cold. 

“Mingda, there’s something I need to tell you...” 

“I have no interest in listening,” replied Chen Mingda flatly. Then he walked around Xie Siyao, preparing 

to leave. 

“Mingda, our child...” 

Xie Siyao instinctively turned around and stared at the silhouette of Chen Mingda leaving. Mid-sentence, 

Chen Mingda stopped walking and coldly exclaimed, “I told you. I’m not interested in listening! There 

are so many people here. I’m only replying to you to save you some face. If you want to preserve face, 

don’t force me to lash out at you in front of so many people!” 

Xie Siyao pursed her lips and didn’t dare to say another word. 

Chen Mingda noticed she was quiet and didn’t linger for another moment as he took big strides away. 

Xie Siyao stared at the silhouette of Chen Mingda’s gradually disappearing back. A layer of fog gradually 

filled her eyes. 

People were walking by, and she was afraid she would really cry in an entire room of celebrities and 

media outlets. She hurriedly lowered her head. 

No matter how hard she tried to control her emotions, pain ricocheted endlessly in her chest. She was 

really afraid she was going to lose it, so she hurriedly held up her dress. She weaved through the crowd, 

ran out of the restaurant, and entered the restroom. 

She hid in a cubicle and cried freely for a while before she forced herself to calm down, get up and walk 

out. 

Since she had been crying for a long time, her eye makeup was ruined. She tried to fix it in the mirror for 

a long time before she took a deep breath. Once she was sure there were no signs of her tears, she 

walked out of the restroom. 

Xie Siyao headed for the door, returning to the dinner in her high heels. 

But just as she brushed past the emergency exit, she heard her own name on the other side of the half-

open door. “I heard you did it with that Xie Siyao chick?” 

The voice didn’t sound familiar and Xie Siyao couldn’t make out who it was, but the voice stopped her in 

her tracks. 

Following the sound of a lighter being flicked, she then heard a familiar voice. “Yeah. Last month.” 

Is that... Yang Li? 



Didn’t I tell him that after leaving the hotel, we’d respectively forget about that whole incident? Why’s 

he openly showing off to other people? 

All of a sudden, a fire ignited in Xie Siyao’s chest. She instinctively raised a foot and prepared to confront 

Yang Li, but before she reached the door to the emergency exit, the two of them continued their 

conversation. 

The unknown man spoke first. “How did you do it? She’s Prince Chen’s chick! You sleeping with her is 

like shaming Prince Chen. Aren’t you scared Prince Chen’s going to kill you?” 

“It happened over twenty or so days ago. Don’t I look just fine?” Yang Li asked. 

“How did you do it? You couldn’t have used something on Prince Chen, right?” 

“No way – I couldn’t possibly have anything on Prince Chen. Qian Ge helped me get her.” 

Qian Ge... As those two words drilled into Xie Siyao’s ears, it felt like her pressure points had been hit. 

All of a sudden, she stopped mid-step and froze on the spot. 

The stranger seemed just as surprised as she was. “Qian Ge? Isn’t she best friends with Xie Siyao? The 

two of them are business partners. You’re kidding, right?” 

“Do I look like I’m kidding?” Yang Li scoffed softly. “I only got Xie Siyao because Qian Ge drugged her and 

personally delivered her to my bed. The only reason why Prince Chen didn’t stop me was because Qian 

Ge delivered Xie Siyao to my room, took the photo of her kissing me then sent it to Prince Chen...” 
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There was a nonchalant tone in his voice, but his words were like a thunderous shock, splitting Xie 

Siyao’s mind. 

What the hell is Yang Li saying? He actually said Qian Ge drugged me on the night I slept with Yang Li, 

Qian Ge took the photos Chen Mingda threw at me, and Qian Ge sent them to him...? 

What the hell is all this? What’s more, how could Yang Li tell it like that? 

Qian Ge would never do that to me... Am I just hearing things? 

With that, Xie Siyao raised her hand and forcefully rubbed her earlobes. Then she continued listening to 

the conversation between the two people at the emergency exit. 

In comparison to her shock from earlier, the stranger’s voice could be described as horror-struck. “No 

way?! Qian Ge really did that? Is she that ruthless and conniving? She even sold out her best friend?!” 

Yang Li probably thought the use of the two words “best friends” was laughable because he snorted 

twice. “What friendship is there between Qian Ge and Xie Siyao? Xie Siyao’s pretty stupid for getting 

betrayed by Qian Ge and not even knowing it. She even helped with her investments. All Xie Siyao does 

all day is show off her boyfriend, Prince Chen, telling everyone how well he treats her. Little did she 

know that someone was thinking about him long before she started showing Prince Chen off. Qian Ge 

did these things to break up Xie Siyao and Chen Mingda so she could take over,” he continued. 



Take over... What does that mean? Don’t tell me Qian Ge and Mingda... 

Xie Siyao couldn’t help but purse her lips tightly. 

Behind the emergency exit, Yang Li didn’t know someone was eavesdropping just outside in the hallway, 

so he continued chatting while smoking with his friend. “Think about it. Qian Ge ran to Chen Mingda and 

pretended to help him. She said a bunch of crap about Xie Siyao just so Chen Mingda’s impression of 

Qian Ge could skyrocket in his heart. Chen Mingda, who now thinks Xie Siyao is a hoe, naturally ignored 

her, and he has no reason to deal with me anymore. After all, I didn’t force Xie Siyao into bed – Xie Siyao 

did it willingly.” 

“Not to mention... Qian Ge’s plan really wasn’t half bad. Did you know Qian Ge recently took on quite a 

few jobs? Most of them were invested in by Chen Enterprises... Prince Chen definitely helped her get 

them...” 

Has Qian Ge recently taken up a lot of jobs? 

Since her miscarriage, she hadn’t really paid attention to work at the studio, so after she heard what 

Yang Li said, the heart of Xie Siyao’s brows furrowed furiously. 

As though by reflex, after she heard what Yang Li said, she lifted the hem of her dress and darted back 

into the dining hall. 

She turned and scanned the hall full of people for a while before she found someone who worked at her 

and Qian Ge’s studio. Xie Siyao walked up to her, grabbed her arm without a care for the person she was 

talking to, and dragged her to an isolated area. 

“Xie Jie, what hap-” 

Xie Siyao didn’t hold back; she dived right to the main point. “Has Qian Ge recently taken on many 

jobs?” 

“Yeah. For some reason, Qian Jie’s luck has been amazing. She bagged a number of endorsements, two 

dramas, and a major movie. She went to some auditions and easily got the roles!” 
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“Easy pass...” For the past two years, Qian Ge’s popularity had wavered between heaven and earth. How 

could she say her audition was “easy”? 

So what Yang Li said really was true? 

I really was drugged by Qian Ge and delivered to Yang Li’s bed. Then photos of me were taken to ruin my 

relationship with Chen Mingda? 

But Xie Siyao knew Qian Ge’s most hidden secret. Even though she was her ally, after being back-

stabbed, both sides were hurt in the end. However, Qian Ge had always been doing well for herself. She 

was always afraid to offend Xie Siyao, so she had no reason to do it until now... 



The studio worker Xie Siyao dragged over couldn’t help but call out “Xie Jie?” because Xie Siyao still 

hadn’t reacted after she spoke. 

After collecting her thoughts, Xie Siyao asked, “Where’s Qian Ge?” 

Rather than guessing here, why not ask Qian Ge for an explanation? 

“Qian Ge? I only saw her once and I haven’t seen her since...” 

Xie Siyao let out an “Oh,” scanned all around for Qian Ge and said, “There’s nothing else. You can go 

back to what you were doing now.” 

“Then Xie Jie, I’ll go back. If there’s anything you need, just call me.” 

Xie Siyao gently nodded without saying anything. Her eyes continued to circle the room full of people 

looking for Qian Ge. 

Xie Siyao practically scanned over each and every person in the whole banquet hall, but she couldn’t 

find Qian Ge. 

With Qian Ge’s personality, she wouldn’t miss out on a chance to get exposure by live streaming herself 

here. It couldn’t have been that she left early... 

With that thought, Xie Siyao pulled out her phone from her handbag and called Qian Ge. 

The phone rang for a while but no one answered. 

Xie Siyao figured she might as well put her phone away and she got ready to go out to look for Qian Ge. 

But before she could reach the banquet hall entrance, the background music happened to finish playing 

a song, so the whole dining hall was silent for a few seconds. A new background song started to play. 

But not long after, the music switched to the sensual voice of a woman, gasping for air. “Take me. I beg 

you...” 

The voice sounded a bit familiar. 

Xie Siyao instinctively stopped walking. 

The busy background noise in the banquet hall instantly fell silent at the sudden sound of the voice of 

the woman. 

The woman’s panting didn’t stop. Instead, it grew even more intense and the words from her mouth 

were more indecent than before. “Quick! I want it...” 

Perhaps other people couldn’t immediately make out who that voice belonged to, but Xie Siyao 

recognized it. It was... Qian Ge’s voice... 

Why are they playing the sound of her having sex here? 

As that question flashed across Xie Siyao’s mind, she instinctively furrowed her brows. Then she realized 

that people’s eyes were shot wide open and staring right in her direction like they had pictured 

something incredibly unbelievable. 



Without thinking, Xie Siyao turned and looked behind her. 

Throughout the night, whenever a song played in the background, a screen spanning half the wall played 

that song’s corresponding music video. 

The big screen was directly behind Xie Siyao. Now, a music video wasn’t being played. Instead, there was 

a naked woman endlessly massaging her own breasts. 
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It seemed like she was really begging for it; her body ground and twisted non-stop. 

She continued to say things that made people blush. 

She was the only person in the video. As she struck sexual poses, the video was focused on one half of 

her face before she lurched forward for a second. 

It was just one short moment, but Xie Siyao recognized that it was Qian Ge! 

So, the voice I heard and the video are in sync? 

While that suspicion flashed across Xie Siyao’s mind, she saw a muscular man popping up on the big 

screen. The man was facing away so she couldn’t see his face. Just as he walked over to the bedside, 

Qian Ge couldn’t wait to pull him by the arm and both fell onto the bed. Then she flipped over and sat 

on top of him and started to make her move. 

There were a few media outlets in the room who, one after the other, snapped out of fixating on the 

stimulating video. They pointed their cameras towards the big screen. 

Just as the sound of cameras flashing and shuttering became much louder, the two people in the video 

acted even more intensely. 

Some female celebrities were perhaps embarrassed. They turned their heads and didn’t continue 

watching. 

Quite a few people started to whisper. 

“Oh my god! Am I seeing this right? It really is Qian Ge!” 

“She’s usually so arrogant. I never thought she would be such a tease in bed?” 

“But who is the man in the video? His body’s not bad. He must be young...” 

Unlike the other female celebrities, Xie Siyao’s eyes were glued to the unknown man’s body from the 

moment he appeared on the video. She didn’t look away from the big screen. 

Qian Ge and that man were having crazy sex. The action was more entertaining than some Japanese 

porno. 



She sat on the man and quickly moved up and down. As though it was far from enough, she even 

grabbed the man’s hand so he could massage her breasts. Then she even hunched over so she could 

feed her breasts to the man’s mouth. 

He was a man after all. So naturally, he was excited by her teasing and his thirst for her intensified 

immensely, making Qian Ge scream more. 

It seemed they didn’t like the position so halfway through, Qian Ge climbed off the man and spread 

herself out on the bed. The man got up and thrust into her from behind. 

Qian Ge’s face happened to face the camera directly. All of her intoxicated expressions were caught in 

the video. 

From time to time, she murmured, “Faster, faster, faster!” The man really did speed up as Qian Ge’s 

body swayed up and down from the pounding. This must’ve gotten in the way of the man’s enjoyment 

because he raised his hand to keep Qian Ge’s shoulder down. 

On his wrist, he wore an expensive watch. 

Xie Siyao didn’t need to get a closer look or careful inspection. She already knew who the man was. 

It was no wonder she thought the naked man looked familiar even from the back. So it really was... Chen 

Mingda! 

Qian Ge actually got together with Chen Mingda... So everything Yang Li said was true. 

It was no wonder I got incredibly drunk despite drinking so little that night. Qian Ge spiked my drink! 

And it was no wonder Chen Mingda had those photos – Qian Ge was behind all of this. She didn’t 

hesitate to ruin me just to steal Chen Mingda! 

And... and my child... If Chen Mingda hadn’t seen those photos, dumped me and caused me to wander 

on the streets all night in despair, causing my miscarriage... My baby never would’ve left me! 
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All this time, she lived with regret over going to that party, regretted drinking so much, and regretted 

not noticing that she was pregnant earlier... 

She even called Qian Ge crying about her sorrows and pain every night when she couldn’t sleep. 

Qian Ge wasn’t at all impatient with her. The longest time she stayed up to chat with her was until the 

middle of the night. 

At the time, she really felt comforted. She didn’t have love or a child, but she still had Qian Ge... Even if 

they didn’t have a beautiful beginning to their friendship, Qian Ge gave her a warm feeling later on. 

Xie Siyao only just realized in this very moment how dumb she really was! 



The solemn end I met today was all orchestrated by Qian Ge’s hands! And yet, I poured my heart and 

soul out for Qian Ge to hear. Over the phone, when Qian Ge said such comforting words, was she 

admiring how devastated I was and did she smile while feeling pleased with herself? 

What Yang Li said was right. Qian Ge sold me and I didn’t even know it. I even foolishly helped Qian Ge 

gain investments! 

I’m so stupid and naive. If Qian Ge could ruthlessly put Ji Yi, who treated her so well, in a hospital bed for 

three whole years to the point of almost never waking up again, why would she show me mercy if she 

could gain fame and fortune? 

Did I think things were that simple? Did I think too kindly of Qian Ge? I thought Qian Ge always treated 

me well, really well... 

Xie Siyao stared at the big screen. The two of them were still tossing and turning and her hands abruptly 

balled into tight fists. 

A sense of loathing and an inerasable hatred sprouted from the deepest part of her heart and quickly 

enveloped her entire body. 

Hell no! I can’t just leave it at that! 

Since Qian Ge is heartless, I can’t be blamed for being unfaithful! 

I’m not a pushover who will let people bully me without retaliation! 

What’s more, what do I have to be afraid of now? The acting industry is always a ruthless struggle to 

survive. It’s rare for me to have even met Chen Mingda. I thought I came upon happiness, but in the 

end, it was all ruined... 

However, Qian Ge was different after somewhat cleaning up her image from the whole situation with 

He Jichen stabbing her. Now, with Chen Mingda’s support, her career was going to skyrocket... But it 

was a shame that they were no longer the same two people as before. Back then, all she wanted to do 

was help Qian Ge get big and thought that if Qian Ge got big, their lives would be better. But now, all Xie 

Siyao could think about was the two of them going down to hell together! 

Oh no, wait! After being kicked down to hell already, all I want to do is drag her down to hell too! 

With that thought, Xie Siyao stared at the big screen and carefully examined the area. 

The room looked a little familiar like it was a hotel room at Beiyang Hall... 

Not long after Qian Ge left, Chen Mingda glanced at his phone and left too. Don’t tell me the picture up 

on the big screen right now is happening upstairs?! 

Xie Siyao raised her head and glanced at the ceiling of the room then remembered the room Qian Ge 

booked. All of a sudden, she charged at several media outlets nearby. 

In complete disregard for the numerous people watching, she spoke directly to the reporters in front of 

her. “Do you guys want an even more explosive scoop? If you do, follow me!” 
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Xie Siyao’s movements came far too suddenly; the group of reporters had no idea what was going on. 

Everyone looked at each other for a while in silence, and none of them seemed willing to go with Xie 

Siyao. 

Xie Siyao waited with a cold glare for a while, but seeing as nobody moved, she cried, “I know where the 

video is being taken and I know Qian Ge’s heinous secrets. I’m sure everybody is aware Qian Ge and I 

are business partners and best friends. If you are all willing to trust me and you want the best scoop, 

follow me. If not, I won’t force you!” 

Xie Siyao knew she made her point very clear and there would be some reporters who would take the 

risk and give it a try so they would follow her. 

Just as Xie Siyao thought, two reporters were intrigued by her words and revealed hesitant looks. 

One of the reporters secretly gritted her teeth and followed Xie Siyao. 

The other reporter saw her following Xie Siyao, so they followed too. 

As the two reporters were about to quickly leave the dining hall, the remaining reporters chased after 

them one after another. 

Seeing as there were several reporters leaving with Xie Siyao, some third-rate minor celebrities followed 

along too to watch the drama. 

They took the elevator up to the fifteenth floor, where Xie Siyao pulled out a keycard from her purse 

and swiped to open the door. 

The first thing they saw on the wooden floor of the entrance was a pair of scattered crystal high heels. 

Those were the pair of high heels Qian Ge wore that night for the party. 

It was just a glance, but it made Xie Siyao squint furiously as she charged into the room in a rage. 

A woman’s purse, watch, gown, earrings, and necklace and a man’s blazer, shirt, pants, and belt... were 

scattered from the living room floor all the way to the half-opened bedroom door. 

Xie Siyao secretly gritted her teeth and charged into the bedroom. 

The closer Xie Siyao got to the bedroom, the slower her footsteps got and the louder the noises sounded 

from inside the bedroom. 

Following closely behind Xie Siyao, the reporters took photos of the scattered clothes and accessories in 

the living room before they prepared themselves to record. 

When standing at the bedroom door, Xie Siyao pursed her lips with all her strength and stood there for a 

while. It wasn’t until she heard Qian Ge shriek before she raised her hand and pushed the door open. 

The hotel bed was a huge mess. Qian Ge and Chen Mingda were still in the room, tightly intertwined and 

having sex like crazy. 



In comparison to the video she saw downstairs earlier, Xie Siyao was even intensely angry now that she 

was seeing them like this with their own eyes. 

Chen Mingda was the man she found with so much difficulty and the man she wanted to spend the rest 

of her life with! When he said he wanted to have a child with her, he was obsessed with having sex with 

her, but now, he was using the same positions and strength with another woman... 

Xie Siyao’s chest heaved increasingly hard. She stared at the picture of them in bed with balled up fists 

which started to tremble. 

The two of them were reaching the climax as Qian Ge lunged onto Chen Mingda’s lips. 

Chen Mingda didn’t avoid her as he started to kiss Qian Ge deeply and hungrily. 
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Xie Siyao stared at them kissing and all of sudden, she snapped. Charging violently at the bed, she 

grabbed Qian Ge’s long hair and threw her down from the bed, onto the floor. 

Qian Ge crashed to the rug with a *THUMP!* Xie Siyao raised her leg and savagely kicked her. “After I 

treated you like my closest friend in the world, how the hell could you actually go and treat me like 

this?!” 

Through the infinite flashes of light and cameras snapping away, Xie Siyao spoke again. “There are so 

many rich men in this world, so why couldn’t you go and find one of those? Why did you have to steal 

mine?!” 

Steal mine? 

When the room full of people heard what Xie Siyao said, their eyes all shot open. 

The man Qian Ge was sleeping with was Xie Siyao’s man? Which meant he was... The second son of 

Chen Enterprises?! 

Everybody’s line of sight simultaneously fell on the bed. 

Confused by everything that was happening so suddenly, Chen Mingda heard what Xie Siyao said then 

slowly snapped back to reality. After seeing a horde of reporters at the bedroom door taking photos of 

him, Chen Mingda instinctively pulled the covers over himself to hide his face. 

Xie Siyao didn’t know if it was because Qian Ge and Chen Mingda’s lovemaking was too crazy, but Qian 

Ge was exhausted. After several kicks from Xie Siyao, Qian Ge’s body cowered in pain and she didn’t 

show any signs of fighting back. 

Xie Siyao was wearing high heels when she kicked Qian Ge, so on top of the hickeys over her body were 

several bloody marks and bruises. 

Xie Siyao acted like she hadn’t seen a thing and kicked Qian Ge once again. Then she bent over and 

pulled Qian Ge’s long hair. She raised her hand, yanking Qian Ge’s head up violently, then she slapped 



her mercilessly hard over the face several times. “To steal my man, you actually went and drugged me 

then sent me off to another man’s bed?!” 

The more Xie Siyao said, the angrier she got. She thought her actions so far weren’t enough to vent her 

anger. In complete disregard for the consequences, she grabbed the lamp from the bedside table and 

smashed it onto Qian Ge’s head. “You were especially thrilled to take those photos, weren’t you?! You 

must’ve thought my man was in your hands now and you were completely overjoyed, weren’t you? If 

you don’t sleep with a man once a day, you don’t feel good, do you?!” 

“My god! Qian Ge actually used these kinds of tactics to steal Xie Siyao’s man?!” 

“Holy sh*t! I never imagined she would drug her own friend!” 

“This really is the world’s biggest scoop...” 

If some celebrities, at first, had only followed with the simple thought of watching some drama go 

down, then in that very moment, they were now really immersed in the drama. 

Xie Siyao didn’t react in the slightest to everybody’s comments. In her eyes, she could see no one other 

than the person worthy of deep vengeance – Qian Ge. 

“You dared to sleep with my man?! Did you really think I never got mad all those years with you and that 

I was afraid of you?” 

Xie Siyao yelled with gritted teeth as she randomly grabbed things left and right, chucking them directly 

at Qian Ge. 

After all the smashing, she simply had nothing more to grab, so she just stretched both hands and 

strangled Qian Ge’s throat. 

“If it wasn’t for you, would my child have died? If it wasn’t for you, would I have become like this?!” 

The more Xie Siyao spoke, the more tormented she felt, and the harder she choked Qian Ge. 
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“It was you who ruined all my hope!” 

“Did you know that all these years, I finally got someone I could spend my life with and you ruined it! 

You ruined it! RUINED IT!” 

Xie Siyao’s tone of voice grew fiercer until she started to become hysterical. “Let me tell you this Qian 

Ge! You never let me be happy, so you better forget about being happy yourself!” 

That’s right. She put me in the most tragic place and ruined my whole life. How could I let her be happy? 

I have to make her a hundred times more miserable! A thousand times more miserable! A million times 

more miserable! 

That’s right. I have to make her miserable... 



With that thought, Xie Siyao suddenly let go of Qian Ge’s neck. She abruptly stood up and walked over 

to the reporters. 

“You guys should know that the Weibo post about He Jichen a while back – wait, no! I mean the Weibo 

video that hasn’t completely disappeared of He Jichen stabbing Qian Ge.” 

“After practically everyone saw that video, they yelled at He Jichen. Someone even incited it by tagging 

He Jichen as a murderer but no one wanted to search for the truth nor did anyone ask why He Jichen 

wanted to kill Qian Ge. When Qian Ge was crying about how she liked He Jichen and said he stabbed her 

because he was annoyed from being harassed, everyone just believed it!” 

Xie Siyao strangled Qian Ge’s neck, so there was no way for her to breathe. But from then on, Qian Ge 

gradually came to her senses. 

The soreness in her legs told her what happened, but she couldn’t remember who she did it with. 

I didn’t get drunk... My mind is still muddled. Qian Ge spent a long time thinking about it before she 

realized she could’ve been drugged. 

That’s not right! There’s only one portion of the drug and Ji Yi should’ve drunk it. How did I end up 

taking it? And there’s a camera in this room. I prepared it in advance to stream a live feed for the big 

screen in the dining hall, but I’m the one experiencing all of this. Then does that mean a recording of me 

and the man was seen by everyone in the world? 

Qian Ge hadn’t figured out the answers to all these questions when she felt the suffocating feeling in her 

neck disappearing. 

Her mouth gaped and she started to breathe again. Since her breathing stopped for so long, her chest 

hurt for a while until she finally felt a little better. That was when she realized what Xie Siyao was saying 

beside her. 

“But what you all don’t know is that the truth isn’t what you heard. The truth is...” 

Is Xie Siyao confessing to what we did back then? 

Now that the world knows about me sleeping with that man, I’ll be scolded for being a slut at most. 

With my and Xie Siyao’s huge argument, people will say we’ve turned into enemies at most. However, if 

Xie Siyao reveals what happened, I’m really done for... 

With practically no hesitation, Qian Ge cried, “Xie Siyao!” 

“...He Jichen only stabbed Qian Ge for Ji Yi!” cried Xie Siyao as she turned a deaf ear to Qian Ge’s 

attempts to stop her and said what she wanted to say with a resolute tone of voice. 

He Jichen only stabbed Qian Ge for Ji Yi? 

Everyone at the scene was stunned by what Xie Siyao said. 

“Xie Siyao!” cried Qian Ge again, with more agitation than before. 
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“Qian Ge liked He Jichen, but He Jichen never liked her! The one He Jichen always liked was Ji Yi. Qian Ge 

thought hard to find a way to get closer to He Jichen, but he just ignored her.” Xie Siyao stared directly 

at the camera in front of her, simply ignoring Qian Ge who was frantically screaming behind her. She 

went on to say, “So He Jichen always ignored her. Why would he stab her because of her persistence?” 

“Xie Siyao, shut up! Quit spewing bullsh*t!” Qian Ge struggled to get up from the floor. She took a step 

towards Xie Siyao when she realized she wasn’t wearing any clothes. That was when she hurriedly bent 

over and picked up a bathrobe to cover up her body. 

“He Jichen only stabbed Qian Ge because she sabotaged Ji Yi with a car accident that put her in a coma 

for three years!” Xie Siyao knew Qian Ge was coming for her, but she didn’t dodge in the slightest. With 

a calm tone of voice, she continued to reveal what happened. 

Ji Yi got in a car accident and was in a coma for three years. This the public knew, but how did Qian Ge 

get involved in this? 

Confusion appeared upon the faces of the people filling up the room. 

A reporter moved their lips, trying to ask something. 

Xie Siyao didn’t wait for her to speak and continued from where she left off. “Simply speaking, six years 

ago, Ji Yi’s car accident wasn’t an accident. It was premeditated!” 

Not an accident but premeditated? Which meant that Qian Ge set it up?! 

Everybody’s eyes fell on Qian Ge one after the other. 

Upon hearing what Xie Siyao said, Qian Ge stopped rushing over to her. 

Am I one step too late? Did she just say it aloud? 

The atmosphere instantly turned quiet. 

After a few seconds passed, Xie Siyao was resolute and refused to back down as she moved her lips 

again. “Qian Ge and Ji Yi were classmates from senior high school. At the very beginning, she and Ji Yi 

were very good friends. After graduation, Ji Yi was scouted and become an overnight success, but Ji Yi 

never abandoned Qian Ge. In fact, she even helped her land all sorts of investments. However, Qian Ge 

never felt grateful, and eventually, she sought me out. She said we could be allies as long as I helped her 

do something. Then she’d give me shares in her studio!” 

“The studio she mentioned is the one which Qian Ge and I currently own. This studio wasn’t actually 

founded at all by Qian Ge – it was Ji Yi’s. Qian Ge put Ji Yi in a coma with the car accident, so when the 

investors came to retract their investment, there was no choice but to let Qian Ge act as the founder of 

the studio!” 

“That car accident looked like a normal car accident, but it actually wasn’t because the culprit was my 

then boyfriend. Qian Ge gave him a lot of money to act like it was a drunk-driving accident where he 

crashed while unconscious!” 



“He Jichen found out the truth behind the car accident, so he went to see Qian Ge! In fact, when the car 

accident happened, he didn’t immediately go find Qian Ge. At the time, Ji Yi was in intensive care, so he 

must’ve had a ray of hope. The night he came to see Qian Ge, the hospital issued a notice regarding Ji 

Yi’s critical condition and everyone thought there was no hope at saving her...” 

“Aren’t you all curious what He Jichen said to Qian Ge in the video? I was at the sidelines that night. He 

Jichen only said one thing. He said: ‘I will take your life in return for the injustice you inflicted on her!’” 

Chapter 930: A Billion Stars Can’t Amount to You (30) 

 

With her heart set on dragging Qian Ge down with her to hell, Xie Siyao spoke every resounding word 

and sentence with power and decisiveness. There wasn’t a moment of hesitation as her final sentence 

escaped her lips. 

The expressions of shock and disbelief people originally showed upon finding out the truth behind Ji Yi’s 

car accident turned to confusion and astonishment. 

Qian Ge was one step too late from stopping Xie Siyao from revealing the truth, so she stopped in her 

tracks. After she heard Xie Siyao repeating what He Jichen said years ago, she felt like a bucket of cold 

water had been poured over her head. All of a sudden, she was wide awake. 

I will take your life in return for the injustice you inflicted on her. 

This was the pain she felt in the deepest part of her heart. When that man plunged the knife into her 

chest mercilessly, he gritted his teeth and said those words. Despite the fact it happened so many years 

ago, those words still hurt so much that she still broke out in a cold sweat while having nightmares 

about this moment till this very day. 

What’s more was that Xie Siyao actually revealed the pain in Qian Ge’s heart in front of so many 

reporters and so many watching eyes! 

Qian Ge had worked in showbiz for many years. Even though she was a little lost by the unexpected 

attack, after a while, she still managed to quickly gain her composure. Her brain quickly started to devise 

a plan. 

Since Xie Siyao was determined to tear into her, she didn’t need to worry about anything. 

She couldn’t just stand there and wait for death. There was s a good saying that “Words are no proof.” 

Does she think she can just use her words to sentence me to death? She’s definitely too naive! 

Qian Ge snapped out of it. She pursed her lips and stared at Xie Siyao’s cold gaze for a while then she 

said, “Xie Siyao, do you have proof?” 

As she said this, she completely but slowly calmed down. “Even if I did something to wrong you and 

made you mad, you can’t just accuse people without any proof!” 

“You said I was the mastermind behind Ji Yi’s car accident. Do you have proof? You can’t drag me down 

with such a self-destructive method because you hate me. You can’t just spew nonsense, right?” 



With that, Qian Ge’s gaze turned to the reporters in front of her. Even though she only had a bathrobe 

on, even if her face was swollen like crazy from Xie Siyao’s beating, and even though she was sweaty 

from having sex with Chen Mingda, her composure and determination exuded from her body. “The story 

Xie Siyao just told everyone was brilliant, but I want to say that if the car accident really was 

orchestrated, then let me ask everyone – who would be willing to go to prison for drunk driving in return 

for a sum of money? You have to understand that it’s prison! If someone really died, that would be a 

prison sentence of seven years. Seven... Have you all thought about what seven years in prison would be 

like? For a young person, that’s your most youthful years spent in prison. That’s like making a deal with 

your life!” 

“Even if someone really was willing to do it for money, the incident happened eight years ago. The 

culprit from Ji Yi’s car accident would’ve already gotten out of prison. Xie Siyao, you said before that he 

was your ex-boyfriend. You both must still be in contact, so why don’t you call him now and let him tell 

the reporters the truth as a person involved in the incident. Let him prove that everything you just said 

was true!” 

 


